KELVIN EDUCATION, INC.
PRIVACY AND STUDENT DATA SECURITY POLICY
This Privacy and Student Data Security Policy (“Privacy Policy”) is part of and incorporated into the Agreement
(“Agreement”) referenced in an Order Form (“Order”) executed by Kelvin Education, Inc. (“Kelvin”) and the customer
identified in such Order (“Customer”). Except as expressly provided in the Order, the terms of this Privacy Policy
supersede all contrary or conflicting terms of the Agreement. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein
shall have the same meanings given those terms in the Order or Kelvin’s Standard Terms and Conditions, which are
part of the Agreement.
1.

Definitions.
1.1.

“Aggregate Data” means data collected and reported at the group, cohort, or institutional level that
is aggregated using protocols intended to preserve the anonymity of each individual included within
such data.

1.2.

“Covered Information“ means personally identifiable information or materials, in any media or
format, that meets any of the following: (i) is created or provided by a student, or the student’s
parent or legal guardian, to an Operator in the course of the student’s, parent’s or legal guardian’s
use of the Operator’s site, service, or application for K-12 school purposes; (ii) is created or
provided by an employee or agent of the K-12 school, school district, local education agency, or
county office of education, to an Operator; (iii) is gathered by an Operator through the operation of
a site, service, or application and is descriptive of a student or otherwise identifies a student,
including, but not limited to, information in the student’s educational record or email, first and last
name, home address, telephone number, email address, or other information that allows physical
or online contact, discipline records, test results, special education data, juvenile dependency
records, grades, evaluations, criminal records, medical records, health records, Social Security
Numbers, biometric information, disabilities, socioeconomic information, food purchases, political
affiliations, religious information, text messages, documents, student identifiers, search activity,
photos, voice recordings, or geolocation information. “Covered Information does not include deidentified information, including aggregated de-identified information, used by Kelvin to improve its
products and services, for adaptive learning purposes, for customizing pupil learning, for
demonstrating the effectiveness of Kelvin’s products and services in the marketing of such products
and services, and for developing and improving Kelvin’s website, services, or applications.

1.3.

“Data Security Incident” means an event that results in or constitutes the unauthorized access,
acquisition, or disclosure of Covered Information maintained by Kelvin pursuant to the terms of the
Agreement. Data Security Incidents include, but are not limited to: (i) successful attempts to gain
unauthorized access to a Kelvin computer or network containing Covered Information disclosed by
Customer or Customer Users to Kelvin; or (ii) a material breach of the Agreement that involves the
disclosure of Covered Information by Kelvin to an unauthorized third-party.

1.4.

“Destroy” means to remove or otherwise sanitize Covered Information from Kelvin’s systems, paper
files, records, databases, and any other media regardless of format, so that such data is
permanently irretrievable in Kelvin’s normal course of business.

1.5.

“Operator” means the operator of an internet website; online services, including cloud computing
services; online applications; or mobile applications, with actual knowledge that the site, service, or
application is used primarily for K-12 school purposes and was designed and marketed for K-12
school purposes.

1.6.

“Pupil-Generated Content” means materials created by a student, including but not limited to
account information that enables ongoing ownership of such content, and excluding student
responses to a standardized assessment where student possession and control would jeopardize
the validity and reliability of that assessment.

1.7.

“School Service” means an internet website, online service, online application, or mobile application
that is designed and marketed primarily for use in a preschool, elementary school, or secondary
school; is used at the direction of teachers or other employees of Customer; and collects,
maintains, or uses Covered Information. School Service does not include an internet website,
online service, online application, or mobile application that is designed and marketed for use by
individuals or entities generally, even if it is also marketed to or used by a public-education entity.
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2.

3.

1.8.

“Subcontractor” means any third party engaged by Kelvin to store or process Covered Information
in order to provide a School Service pursuant to the terms of the Agreement.

1.9.

“Targeted Advertising” means selecting and sending advertisements to a student based on
information obtained from the student’s use of the School Services provided by Kelvin pursuant to
the Agreement. Targeted Advertising does not include advertising to a student (i) at an online
location based on the student’s current visit to that location or in response to the student’s request
for information or feedback; and (ii) that does not rely on information obtained from the student’s
use over time of the School Services provided by Kelvin pursuant to the Agreement. Targeted
Advertising also does not include adaptive learning, personalized learning, or customized
education.

General Provisions.
2.1.

Kelvin will comply with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations concerning the privacy
and data security of Covered Information, including but not limited to California Education Code §
49073.1, also known as AB 1584; the California Student Online Personal Information Protection
Act, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 22584 et seq; the California Act for Privacy Rights for California
Minors in the Digital World, Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 22580 et seq.; the Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act (“COPPA”), 15 U.S.C. Section 6501-6502; and the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (“FERPA”), 20 U.S.C. Section 1232g and 34 C.F.R. Part 99; and the Protection of Pupil
Rights Amendment (“PPRA”), 20 U.S.C. 1232h.

2.2.

Kelvin will promptly forward to the Customer’s representative pursuant to the notice provisions of
the Agreement any request or demand from a third party for Covered Information in the possession
of Kelvin at the time the request is received.

2.3.

To the extent required by applicable state or federal law, Kelvin agrees that auditors from any state,
federal, or other governmental agency, as well as auditors previously designated by Customer,
shall have the option to audit the privacy and data security components of Kelvin’s operations with
respect to the School Services provided to Customer pursuant to the Agreement. Such records
pertaining to the privacy and data security components of the School Services shall be made
available to auditors and the Customer when requested.

2.4.

Kelvin will provide Customer notice prior to making a material change to Kelvin’s online privacy
notice.

2.5.

Covered Information obtained by Kelvin from Customer will continue to be the property of and
under the control of Customer.

2.6.

Students may retain possession and control of their own Pupil-Generated Content, and may
transfer their own Pupil-Generated Content to a personal account, by submitting a written request
directly to Customer. Kelvin will cooperate with Customer to fulfill such requests.

Subcontractors.
3.1.

Kelvin will not disclose Covered Information to a Subcontractor until such Subcontractor has
executed an agreement requiring the Subcontractor to comply with all applicable federal and state
laws concerning the privacy and data security of Covered Information and that any actions of the
Subcontractor related to the processing of Covered Information do not violate the terms of this
Privacy Policy.

3.2.

Upon discovering an unauthorized disclosure of Covered Information in possession of Kelvin
pursuant to the terms of the Agreement that has been subsequently disclosed by Kelvin to a
Subcontractor for storage or processing, Kelvin will promptly notify Customer of such unauthorized
disclosure.

3.3.

Customer authorizes Kelvin to disclose Covered Information to those third-parties designated by
Customer pursuant to a third-party access request. Customer warrants that any such designated
third-parties have a legitimate educational interest in the Covered Data. Any third-party access
requests received by Kelvin through the notice provisions contained within the Agreement will result
in Kelvin’s granting access and processing privileges for all Covered Data stored by Kelvin to the
designated third-party until such time as (i) Customer provides Kelvin with written notification that
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the third-party’s access and processing privileges should be withdrawn (“Withdrawal Request”), or
(ii) the termination of the Agreement. Upon receipt of a Withdrawal Request, Kelvin will revoke a
designated third-party’s access or processing privileges as indicated within two (2) business days.
4.

Destruction of Covered Information.
4.1.

4.2.

5.

6.

During the term of the Agreement, if Customer requests in writing the destruction of Covered
Information collected or generated pursuant to the Agreement, Kelvin will Destroy the information
within thirty (30) calendar days after the date of the request unless:
a.

Kelvin obtains the consent of the student (provided that the student is over the age of 18)
or the student’s parent or legal guardian to retain such Covered Information; or

b.

The student has transferred to another public education entity and the receiving public
education entity has requested that Kelvin retain the Covered Information.

Upon request, Kelvin will provide written certification that, in accordance with the Agreement,
Covered Information will not be retained or available to Kelvin upon completion of the terms of the
Agreement. This certification may be enforced through any lawful means, including but not limited
to civil action.

Security and Confidentiality.
5.1.

Kelvin will take all legally required actions to ensure the security and confidentiality of Covered
Information, including but not limited to the designation and training of responsible individuals.
Kelvin will identify those employees and contractors who will have access to Covered Information
and ensure that such individuals receive instructions as to compliance with the security and
confidentiality requirements of this Privacy Policy with respect to Covered Information.

5.2.

Covered Information will be encrypted in transmission and at rest.

5.3.

Kelvin will deploy electronic security tools and technologies in providing the School Services under
the Agreement.

5.4.

Kelvin warrants to Customer that its administrative, physical, and electronic safeguards are no less
rigorous than accepted industry practices and comport with applicable data protection and privacy
laws, as well as the terms and conditions of the Agreement.

5.5.

Kelvin will perform reviews of its data security protection measures and methods no less frequently
than on an annual basis.

Data Security Incident.
6.1.

Kelvin warrants that it has established and implemented a Data Security Incident response plan
outlining organizational policies and procedures for addressing a Data Security Incident. Kelvin’s
response plan will require prompt response for minimizing the risk of any further data loss and any
negative consequences of the breach, including potential harm to affected individuals.

6.2.

Kelvin will promptly notify Customer promptly after determining that a Data Security Incident has
occurred.

6.3.

In the event of a Data Security Incident, Kelvin will reasonably cooperate, at its own expense, with
Customer in connection with the investigation of any unauthorized disclosure of Covered
Information, including regulatory investigations, litigation, or other legal process resulting from
Customer’s efforts to protect rights relating to the use, disclosure, or maintenance of Covered
Information provided to Kelvin

6.4.

In the event of a Data Security Incident, Kelvin will use its best efforts to determine the cause of the
Data Security Incident. Kelvin will subsequently produce a remediation plan to reduce the risk of
similar incidents in the future. Upon request, Kelvin will present its analysis and remediation plan to
the Customer within thirty (30) calendar days of notifying Customer of the Data Security Incident.
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6.5.

7.

Kelvin will identify and maintain a designated representative for the purpose of communicating with
the Customer regarding any such Data Security Incident. Kelvin will respond to any contact from
the Customer regarding a Data Security Incident within one (1) business day.

Disallowed and Other Activities.
7.1.

7.2.

Kelvin will not knowingly:
a.

Collect, use or share Covered Information for any purpose not specifically authorized or
contemplated by the Agreement. Kelvin may use Covered Information for a purpose not
specifically authorized or contemplated by the Agreement only with the written consent of
Customer.

b.

Use Covered Information, or disclose Covered Information to any third-party, for the
purposes of Targeted Advertising to students.

c.

Use Covered Information to create a personal profile of a Customer student other than for
supporting the purposes authorized by Customer.

d.

Sell or license Covered Information. This prohibition does not apply to the purchase,
merger, or other type of acquisition of Kelvin or its subsidiaries, or any assets of Kelvin or
its subsidiaries, by another entity, so long as the successor entity continues to be subject
to the provisions of this Privacy Policy.

Kelvin may use Covered Information without violating the terms of this Privacy Policy provided that
such use does not involve selling or using Covered Information for Targeted Advertising or creating
a personal profile of the student, and the use is for one or more of the following purposes:
a.

To ensure legal or regulatory compliance.

b.

To take precautions against liability.

c.

To respond to or to participate in the judicial process.

d.

To protect the safety of users or others.

e.

To investigate a matter related to public safety.

If Kelvin uses or discloses Covered Information pursuant to this Section 7.2, Kelvin shall promptly
notify Customer of such use or disclosure.
7.3.

8.

Kelvin will perform current criminal conviction checks on all of its respective employees and agents
having access to Covered Information provided by Customer to Kelvin pursuant to the Agreement.
A criminal conviction check performed within ninety (90) calendar days prior to the date such
employee or agent begins performance or obtains access to Covered Information will be deemed to
be current. Kelvin will ensure that all employees and contractors handling Covered Information
pursuant to the Agreement have received training regarding data security-awareness and the
appropriate processing of Covered Information.

Transparency Requirements.
8.1.

Kelvin will facilitate access to and correction of any inaccurate Covered Information in response to
a request from Customer.

8.2.

Kelvin acknowledges that Customer may post this Privacy Policy to the Customer’s website or
other publically viewable medium pursuant to state law.
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9.

Exclusions.
This Privacy Policy does not:

10.

9.1.

Impose a duty on a provider of an interactive computer service, as defined in 47 U.S.C § 230, to
review or enforce compliance with this Privacy Policy.

9.2.

Impede the ability of a student to download, export, or otherwise save or maintain his or her own
Covered Information or documents.

9.3.

Limit internet service providers from providing internet connectivity to public schools or to students
and their families.

9.4.

Prohibit Kelvin from marketing educational products directly to parents so long as the marketing
does not result from the use of Covered Information obtained by Kelvin as a result of providing
Services under the Agreement.

9.5.

Impose a duty on a provider of an electronic store, gateway, marketplace, or other means of
purchasing or downloading software or applications to review or enforce compliance with this
Privacy Policy on that software or those applications.

Miscellaneous
10.1.

Kelvin warrants that Covered Information stored or processed in cloud-based systems is kept
protected and confidential.
Cloud-based systems, when employed by Kelvin, will be fully
documented by Kelvin. Access to Kelvin’s cloud-based systems is only permitted via restricted
access, VPN, or least-privileged access lists.

10.2.

This Privacy Policy does not prohibit Kelvin’s use of Covered Information to:
a.

Use adaptive learning or design personalized or customized education.

b.

Maintain, develop, support, improve, or troubleshoot Kelvin’s website, online services,
online applications, or mobile applications.

10.3.

Kelvin will maintain all necessary documentation to evidence its compliance with this Privacy Policy
for a period of two (2) years following the expiration or termination of the Agreement.

10.4.

Kelvin will carry and maintain Professional or Errors and Omissions Liability Insurance coverage at
all times throughout the term of the Agreement and any subsequent transitional periods. Such
policies will insure against liability arising from network security or privacy misconduct or lack of
ordinary skill in providing the services under the Agreement, including but not limited to liability
arising from the theft, disclosure, or improper use of or access to Covered Information.

10.5.

Nothing in this Privacy Policy shall be construed to impose liability on Kelvin for content provided by
any third party or the actions of Customer and its Customer Users of the Services provided by
Kelvin.

10.6.

Each of the Customer and Kelvin represents and warrants that it has and will continue to receive
training so as to be familiar with the provisions of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 20
U.S.C. § 1232g, and equivalent state provisions, and each agrees that it will comply with such
provisions and take all reasonable measures necessary to protect Covered Information from
disclosure.
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